WELLS RAILWAY FRATERNITY
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www.railwells.com
Thank you to those who have contributed to this newsletter.
Your contributions for future editions are welcome;
please contact the editor, Steve Page
Tel: 01761 433418, or email page564@btinternet.com
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Our Chairman Colin Price with Artist Ruth Ames-White, who has created the latest window
for the Wells in Mosaic project. Full story on page 12.

Obituary – Stan Weatherhead (1935 – 2021)
We are sad to report that our long-time member Stan Weatherhead passed away on the 4th of
December. He had a heart attack while out shopping and pushing his wife in a wheelchair.
Stan was born in Kidderminster. He was one of three children and went to school locally although
he was a boarder from the age of 8 which he never liked. After leaving school Stan did his National
Service in the RAF and would have continued in the Air Force but for his father’s insistence that he
joined the family’s business of drapers and soft furnishers in North London.
After his marriage to Gill they bought a shop in Wincanton doing much the same trade including
upholstery and curtain making. To start with they lived above the shop but later on, when their son
attended the Cathedral School, they bought a house in Wells. Stan was an active member of Wells
Rifle Club, The Little Theatre in Wells and of course the Fraternity, being the Treasurer for a
number of years.
The Fraternity was well represented at his Funeral in the Cathedral on 20 December.
We extend our condolences to Stan’s family. Gill has now taken up residency at the Torr Nursing
Home in South Horrington.

Stan (in the foreground) with Gill on the Fraternity’s visit to the Lynton and Barnstaple Rly in 2008.
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2021 QUIZ
For the benefit of those who were unable to attend our December meeting, here is your chance to
attempt the quiz.
Compiled by last year’s winner, Jim Allwood (whose decisions regarding the answers are FINAL!)
Four possible answers are given for each question. Choose the one which you think is correct and
write the appropriate letter in the box:
HISTORICAL
Q1
In which town or city is “Mallard” world record driver Joe Duddington buried?
(a) Peterborough

(b) Grantham

(c) Doncaster

(d) York

Q2

When did the last BR steam hauled passenger train (“The Fifteen Guinea Special”) run?
(a) 11th Aug 1968
(b) 1st July 1967
(c) 4th Aug 1968
(d) 1st July 1968

Q3

Which class of steam loco was built at the works of all the “Big Four” railway companies?
(a) LMS 8F
(b) GWR Castle
(c) LNER B1
(d) Bullied Pacific

Q4

In which year was the London and Birmingham Railway fully opened?
(a) 1838
(b) 1842
(c) 1836
(d) 1840

Q5

What was the name of the first overnight container service, introduced in 1959 between
London and Glasgow ?
(a) Freightliner
(b) Nite-freight
(c) Red Star
(d) Condor

TOPICAL
Q6
What was the name of the new 2-8-2 being built at Darlington?
(a) Tornado
(b) Flying Scotsman (c) Prince of Wales (d) Clan Line
Q7

What class of diesel locomotive has the enthusiast nickname of “Shed”?
(a) Class 47
(b) Class 50
(c) Class 66
(d) Class 08

Q8

Who makes the class of bi-mode Multiple Units called “Flirts”, mainly used in East Anglia?
(a) Siemens
(b) Bombardier
(c) CAF
(d) Stadler

Q9

What is the name of the GWS new build 4-6-0 “Saint” Class, completed in 2019?
(a) Lady of Legend
(b) Lady of the Lake (c) Lady of the Lamp (d) Saint Martin

Q10 Who is the current Secretary of State for Transport?
(a) Boris Johnson
(b) Nigel Farage
(c) Grant Shapps

(d) Nadine Dorries

Q11 Which Birmingham Station will HS2 run into?
(a) New Street
(b) Moor Street
(c) Curzon Street

(d) Snow Hill
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LOCAL INTEREST
Q12 On what date did the last BR passenger trains run between Yeovil and Taunton?
(a) 13 June 1964
(b) 3 Jan 1965
(c) 5 Feb 1964
(d) 24 Dec 1960

Q13 Which quarry is currently connected to the former Witham to Yatton line?
(a) Merehead
(b) Doulting
(c) Waterlip
(d) Whatley

Q14

What is the name of the tunnel immediately to the east of Salisbury station where two
Sprinters recently collided?
(a) Whiteball
(b) Box
(c) Fisherton
(d) Buckhorn Weston

Q15 In what year did the first official passenger train leave Watchet on the West Somerset
Mineral Railway?
(a) 1835
(b) 1850
(c) 1865
(d) 1900
Q16 Branch lines to which two towns left the GWR main line at Norton Fitzwarren? (1/2 pt for
each)
(a) Minehead
(b) Hemyock
(c) Barnstaple
(d) Bude

TECHNICAL MATTERS
Q17 What is the steam wheel arrangement called “Consolidation” in the Whyte Notation:
(a) 4-4-0
(b) 0-6-0
(c) 4-6-2
(d) 2-8-0

Q18 In mechanical signal boxes, what colour are the levers that operate points?
(a) Red
(b) Black
(c) Yellow
(d) Blue

Q19 What is the area between two rails colloquially called?
(a) The Cess
(b) The Four Foot
(c) The Six Foot

(d) The Platform

Q20 Where is the largest mechanical signalling box remaining in the world?
(a) Shrewsbury
(b) New York
(c) Moscow
(d) New Delhi

Q21 What is the telegraphic code word for a GW brake van?
(a) Toad
(b) Mogo
(c) Siphon

(d) Crocodile

Q22 How many Black Fives were built in total?
(a) 416
(b) 842

(d) 764
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INTERNATIONAL
Q23 What nickname was given to the Shinkansen high-speed trains of Japan because of their appearance
and speed?
(a) Bullet
(b) Lightning
(c) Rapier
(d) Samurai
Q24 The Red Arrow is a famous overnight sleeper train in which country?
(a) South Africa
(b) Brazil
(c) Russia

Q25

(d) Belgium

Which capital city is pictured below?

(a) Berlin

(b)

Moscow

(c)

Paris

(d)

Amsterdam

--- The End --Answers on page 14.

Can you Help?
Our Treasurer, Jim Allwood, has given notice that he is moving to the Exeter area to be nearer his
daughter and her family. We therefore need someone to take over the role. Ideally the volunteer will
be able to take up the duties from 1 September which will be the beginning of the Fraternity’s
2022/23 financial year. The treasurer is a member of the committee whose responsibilities include
collecting subscriptions and other income, paying bills and providing financial reports. The bank
account is at Lloyds. Our Railwells model railway exhibition has a separate account. Malcolm
Barton will continue in the role of Treasurer for Railwells.
If you would like to help with this important aspect of the Fraternity’s affairs then please speak to
our Chairman, Colin Price, telephone 01749 675045.
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Out West in the USA - by Jim Allwood

Tuesday11 January

For the first part of our January meeting, Jim stood in at late notice when our scheduled speaker was
not available. He gave us a presentation on his various trips to the USA between 2013 and 2019.
The trips were not totally railway oriented as his daughter was living there and his wife wished to
see some of the sites of both the War of Independence and the Civil War.
The presentation consisted of a plethora of photographs taken by Jim while on his travels, these
demonstrated the differences between our railway and that of the Americans.
Due to the comparative lack of over-bridges, there is little restriction to the loading gauge hence
both passenger and freight trains are very much bigger than in Britain. As the tracks are owned by
freight train companies, they are engineered for long heavy goods trains rather than high speed
passenger; additionally away from the main hubs they are largely single track with passing places.
As a result, long distance passenger trains are both infrequent and relatively slow at a maximum of
60mph.
The 2013 trip was to Washington and Virginia where an Amtrak train was snapped at Manassas and
pictures taken on the Washington and New York metro systems. The Washington lines being
particularly customer focussed. A switcher (shunter) seen was perhaps equivalent to a Class 20 in
Britain.
By 2015 his daughter had married and moved to Davis which is between San Francisco and
Sacramento. Trains seen included double deck commuter trains and freight on the “Local Short
Line” owned by the Genesee and Wyoming company which is about 150 miles long. Short line
locos are small compared with those used on Class 1 lines. He saw shunting operations where the
switcher was about ¼ of a mile from where the wagons were being coupled and uncoupled.
2016 saw a visit to Railtown at Sonora where the main attraction was a Shay logging loco in
working order. Shay locos are very unusual, mounted on bogies, with cylinders on one side only
and an offset boiler. The heritage trains are allowed to use the short lines at weekends when there
are no freights running. December saw him in San Francisco viewing the famous cable powered
tram lines. On the main line freights were hauled by three large diesels and in one instance
consisted of one hundred 100ton bogie tankers.
2018, he made a trip on the overnight Amtrak Coastal Starlight to Seattle which passed through pine
plantations for three hours along a single track with passing loops; the loops containing long log
trains. A view from a bridge in Tacoma, Washington State, showed a double stack container train
entering the yard operated by the Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railroad.
Flagstaff station is manned 24/7 for two passenger trains a day which pass at 03:00 am!
2019 saw them at the Cheyenne round house where a working Big Boy No.4014 is kept,
unfortunately the doors were locked, but plinthed No.4004 was seen in a nearby park. Then
followed heritage photos including one of an oil-fired cab-forward Mallet.
This was a very interesting talk which showed well the contrast between American Railroads and
the British Railways that we are used to.
(Meeting Report compiled by Andy Ball).
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The Railway at Evercreech - by Andrew Tucker

Tuesday 11 January

The story of the Somerset and Dorset Railway began in 1850 at a public meeting in Glastonbury
where the civic and commercial interests were looking for a link to Bristol and beyond. In
December 1851 the Somerset Central Railway held a board meeting in Bridgwater with directors
including Cyrus and James Clark and two representatives of the Bristol and Exeter Railway. After
the assent of the Parliamentary Act in 1852, the first sod was cut in 1853 and the line was opened
between Highbridge and Glastonbury in August 1854. The line was worked by the broad-gauge
Bristol and Exeter Railway so the SCR was built to this gauge.
Plans to extend east through Wells towards Frome were abandoned after the extension reached
Wells and instead it was proposed to meet the Dorset Central Railway at Cole, near Bruton. So, the
SCR was extended through West Pennard, Pylle and Evercreech.
Evercreech station was built outside the village on the turnpike road, now the A371, at Southwood.
The DCR was built to standard gauge. To overcome this a third rail was initially laid on the SCR.
While the arrival of standard gauge stock was awaited the B&ER operated the line with hired
locomotives and rolling stock. The two railways amalgamated in in 1862 to form the Somerset and
Dorset Railway. [A photo was shown at this point of George England & Co of London built no.11
standing on mixed gauge track].
By 1866 the S&D was struggling financially due to poor traffic and as a solution looked to build a
line to Bath to meet the Midland Railway at what became Bath Green Park. Work started on this in
1872 and took the amazingly short time of two years. From the junction just north of Evercreech the
new line had to climb 624 feet to cross the Mendip Hills. The original station became Evercreech
Junction and new one on the edge of the village Evercreech New. The Bath extension exhausted the
S&DR financially and from 1876 the line was controlled by the Midland Railway and the LSWR
and their successors, becoming the Somerset and Dorset Joint Railway until nationalisation in 1948.
The permanent way being the responsibility of the LWSR and the rolling stock the MR. Some
doubling of the line was achieved piecemeal but was never completed. The Highbridge line became
the Branch Line.
The narrowing to standard gauge of SCR had allowed Evercreech Junction station to have room for
a centre road between the platform lines which was used to stable the Highbridge line trains and on
summer Saturdays Pilot engines for the trains traversing the Mendips to Bath and beyond. There
was heavy traffic over the line particularly in war time and on Summer Saturdays but eventually
traffic died away after the British Railways Western Region took control north of Henstridge, and
Dr Beeching did the rest leading to the much-lamented final closure of the whole railway, which
remained steam-hauled to the end, in 1966.
The remainder of the talk consisted of “then and now” photographs around Evercreech showing the
trains and the infrastructure and how there are remnants to be seen in some places and nothing
elsewhere. This was an extremely interesting talk with bags of information to which this short
report does not do complete justice.
(Meeting Report compiled by Andy Ball).
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Preserving the HST - by Gary Heelas

Tuesday 8 February

Gary started the HST Group in1994 which now has ~760 members and is probably the second
biggest heritage diesel society. He is not a railway professional.
The HST was an engineering driven response to the competition from the motorway network and
internal air flights. It was conceived as a fifteen year stop gap until mainline electrification was
completed. After British Railways Board design approval in August 1970 the first power car ran in
June 1972. The HST was a whole new train consisting of two power cars and carriages. To achieve
the speeds required over 4000 hp was required, however a single engine of this power would have
been too heavy for twin axle bogies. So, the solution was two power cars each with an engine rated
at > 2000hp. This would allow an acceptable axle load. Using a Paxman Valenta engine rated at
2250hp at 1500rpm would give an element of redundancy so in event of an engine failure the
journey could be completed at reduced speed on the surviving one. Due to trade union objections,
largely about the central driving position in the cab, little testing was done until the end of 1973 and
then into 1974/75. The prototype power cars were largely redundant once the Kenneth Grange
styled production models became available.
Government imposed cuts reduced the planned production from 161 sets to 95, to be used initially
on the GWR and LNER mainlines. The industry views are very positive and include Chris Green’s
statement that “the HST brought speed and passengers”, and Roger Ford’s that “No train has been
so good for so long”.
The purpose of the group was to preserve an HST in a condition as close as possible to the original.
This would require refitting an original Valenta engine replacing later Paxman VP185 and MTU
16v4000 R41types. It was necessary to acquire surplus components, with support of many industry
sources including Wabtec (Brush), Porterbrook, GB Railfreight, DC Rail and GCR (Nottingham).
Project Miller, named after the original designer Terry Miller, a student of Sir Nigel Gresley, was a
knowledge gaining exercise on the NRM prototype power car 41001. It included engine
replacement which used the last built Valenta plant, low power rewiring, relay and contactor
replacement. Fortunately, little work was needed on the body work.
The Group now have four production power cars, three of which, 43048, 43089 and 43159 (a world
speed record holder) were donated by Porterbrook, and a nine-trailer carriage set. Despite being too
long for regular heritage use this has visited various sites but the aim is to have regular main line
railtour use. This is possible as the Group has accredited maintenance and inspection regimes
which allows them to conduct the fitness to run examination for main line use themselves. As the
carriage set has slam doors ORR requirements are a steward at each door when at a station and in
the near future retention toilets will be necessary. These are currently being schemed out. Power
car 43044 will return to traffic in an as built condition.
The Group are currently looking for a permanent home with main line access.
This was a very comprehensive presentation containing much interesting technical detail for which
there is not enough room in this resume (compiled by Andy Ball).
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Taff Vale Railway No.28 - by Iain McCall

Tuesday 8 March

Despite the title of the talk being about a single engine, the presentation covered the history of the
Taff Vale railway, the locomotive and the Gwili Railway where it is currently resident.
TVR History: The first valley line ran from Cardiff to Merthyr under the Act of 1836 and ran for 20
miles from Bute West Dock, after the initial inclines were eliminated, with additional branches.
Although it was engineered by Brunel it was built to standard gauge on his recommendation as a
coal line. However the initial two passenger trains a day increased so much that at one time
Pontypridd station was selling 10,000 tickets. After the Marquis of Bute opened Bute East Dock
the TVR had to build and relocate to Penarth Dock to remain competitive. The line was doubled by
1862. Between 1870 and 1888 the annual dividend averaged 12.5%, a very good return on
investment. The branch to Maerdy opened in 1889 which was destined to be the last working
Rhondda colliery. Limestone traffic ran from Cowbridge to Aberthaw. The TVR faced competition
from the LNWR, GWR, Barry Railway, Cardiff Railway and others, but of all the valley lines the
TVR was the major player and today much of the current Valley Lines system are former TVR
metals. Interestingly Parliamentary Powers were sought in 1903 for electrification of the lines,
which is now belatedly being introduced!
TVR No.28: Although there are older surviving Welsh standard gauge locomotives, No.28 can
claim to be the oldest Welsh built engine. It was built at the Cardiff West Yard Works in 1897. This
works closed in 1926 because its acute inaccessibility via two turntables, a road crossing, and a
traverser combined with the need to the need to remove the trailing wheels of larger engines made it
difficult to access for larger locomotives. The design was by Tom Hurry Riches (1846-1911), who
started as an apprentice at the age of 17 and became the youngest Locomotive Superintendent in the
UK, for use on heavy coal trains. In 1922 No.28 became GWR No.450 and became available for
sale in 1926 to the Woolmer Military Railway as WD No.70205. In 1947 it was again redundant and
was sold on to the NCB Hetton Colliery before final withdrawal in 1960 and donation to the BTC
for preservation in1962.
A peripatetic life followed at Caerphilly Works (preservation 1962), Swindon (1963-67), Caerphilly
(static display 1967-1971), Caerphilly (restoration 1971-1983, operation 1983-1990), Dean Forest
Railway (restoration 1996), dismantlement and transfer to Llangollen (2008 with cosmetic
restoration 2013-14), Gwili Railway with static display at Shildon (2005) and finally a restoration
agreement at the Gwili signed in 2019.
Restoration includes the use of a CAD package, the side tanks being ready for manufacture. 3D
printing trialled to produce a Rosco Lubricator. The boiler was lifted in March this year.
The Gwili Railway: The Gwili is the first standard gauge operating heritage railway in Wales, built
on the track-bed of the former Aberystwyth – Carmarthen railway and runs through delightful
countryside. The Welsh Railway Trust is its charitable arm which comprises of several groups
including the Crane (the largest rail mounted in the UK) and HST power car (donated by
Porterbrook) groups. Locomotives include No.28 and an MOS saddle tank, Haulwen, whose
overhaul is nearing completion and a working Class O3 diesel shunter. There is also the last
surviving Peckett diesel No.5000.
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Taff Vale Railway No.28 - continued
The railway, having no GWR locomotives of its own, hires engines of which there has been classes
4575 No. 5526, 1366 No.1369 and a London Transport liveried Class 57xx. A four-mile extension
to the north is planned which needs reinstatement of a number of bridges with limited road access,
however the crane will deal with this. A short southern extension to Abergwili on the Carmarthen
by-pass will provide easy access, space for car parking and room for a 360-day café and shops.
Fuel: Welsh steam coal has been used but the last steam coal colliery in Britain has just closed,
which should not have been a problem as it could have been imported from Russia, but with the
Ukraine invasion currently happening other sources at a sensible price will be needed. As a result,
some heritage lines will have to resort to use of diesels, although the price of this has risen
dramatically, or cut their timetable. One bright light on the horizon are the experiments into the use
of Bio-fuel, from the waste from Olive Oil production, which are promising, but currently do need
higher lighting up temperatures. While small production facilities to service wood burners do exist,
these would need to be expanded for railway use. The message was: keep visiting heritage railways
despite these problems!
From a presentation title which appeared to be on a fairly narrow subject the actual talk ranged
more widely and was very interesting from a very well-informed and passionate speaker.
(Meeting Report by Andy Ball).

2022 - 2023 Programme
All talks are planned to take place in Wells Town Hall, on the second Tuesday of the month, 7.00
pm onwards for a 7.30 start.
2022
10 May
To Scotland for Steam – Part 2 - by Brian Arman
Sat/Sun 13/14 Aug Railwells Model Railway Exhibition
13 Sept
Hugh Ballantyne’s S&D Photos - by Richard Pelham
11 Oct
Final Journey – the Untold Story of Funeral Trains - by Nicolas Wheatley
8 Nov
Cuba During the Sugar Harvest - by Mike Walker
13 Dec
A.G.M. followed by Quiz, set by last year’s winner, Andy Ball
2023
10 Jan

14 Feb
14 Mar
11 Apr
9 May
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Members’ Talks:
Roaming in Wisconsin - by Malcolm Dowson, followed by
Mechanical Horses - by David Mace
The Bodmin & Wenford Railway - by Jimmy James
The History of the British Transport Police - by Bill Valley
To North Wales for Steam (including slate quarries) - by Michael Clemens
Railway Roundabout - by Brian Arman
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The Last of the Wheeltappers - by Andy Cope

Tuesday 12 April

At our April meeting Colin Price introduced our speaker, Andy Cope, as a railwayman, engineer,
enthusiast and railway modeller. Andy comes from Stourbridge and he opened his talk by telling us
about the Stourbridge Lion, a very early locomotive that had been built locally and then shipped to
the USA to become the first steam loco to run in that country. Unfortunately, the constructors of the
‘railroad’ had very little idea about what was required and the wooden rails that they laid were torn
up by the loco. It was subsequently used as stationary engine.
As a small child Andy lived in a house in Stourbridge that looked out over open country in one
direction and on the other side had a view over the town including the station, loco shed and goods
depot. The line from Stourbridge Town to Stourbridge Junction station is said to be the shortest in
Europe. Today two Parry People Movers operate the service. As well as having these railways
nearby, Andy explained that he had been introduced to model railways at an early age. He showed
us a photo of himself as a boy holding a Hornby Dublo ‘Duchess’. The father of a good friend of
Andy’s was an engineman and they were able to ride with him in the cab of a pannier tank while he
was shunting at Stourbridge Junction.
To illustrate the sort of work that these locos had to do Andy showed us a short film of a train being
made up at the local goods yard which was a canal interchange. The line up from there to the Town
Station had a gradient of 1 in 27 which the locos had to take at the rush. Unfortunately, the film did
not have a sound track but the exhaust from the chimney clearly showed that the pannier tank was
worked hard. Another film showed a new Western class diesel hydraulic loco at Stourbridge
Junction. Together with a few Warships these locomotives were taking over from the Great Western
Kings on services such as Birkenhead – Paddington. Andy closed the first half of his presentation
with another film of pannier tanks being made up into short trains to make their final journeys from
the shed to the scrapyard. The engine shed site is now a housing estate with the roads all named
after GW engineers such as Gooch and Collett.
As Andy reached school leaving age all the signs were that railways were in decline. With an
interest in electrical engineering, he saw that television engineers were in demand. So he built his
own TV and applied! But fate took a hand; unknown to Andy his mother wrote to BR. There were
places for only three apprentices at Derby but one had dropped out so Andy got the job. Lodging in
Derby, the first year concentrated on classes in the metalwork shop before moving out for
experience at various depots including electric traction as well as diesels. After three years Andy
gained his Certificate of Apprenticeship and took up his first job at Oxley Carriage Sidings.
Previously a marshalling yard, the only buildings at this location were a single storey brick structure
comprising an office, workshop and store with a separate shed for extra storage. There was no
covered accommodation for carrying out carriage maintenance – in fact the only surfaced area
available was a barrow crossing. The work that needed to be done was even more difficult during
the hours of darkness or in bad weather.
After showing a short film of a loco running round a rake of carriages in the sidings, Andy went on
to explain the work done by the Wheeltappers to carry out rolling stock inspections. The hammer
that they used was to check for flaws in the wheels and particularly loose steel tyres. A clear ring
indicated all was well and a dull note warned of a problem. They also carried out visual inspections
and a ‘red card’ system was used by the Wheeltappers (later known as Carriage and Wagon
Examiners).
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The Last of the Wheeltappers - continued
When they found a fault with a carriage, they would issue a card briefly describing it and
categorising the problem from minor, where action needed to be taken in due course, through to a
red card which meant the vehicle must not be moved. In addition to depots, Wheeltappers were
based at main stations to carry out their inspections. For example, a train going from London to
Glasgow could be checked four or more times en-route. Finding a fault and having to remove a
carriage from a train part way through its journey was of course inconvenient for both railway staff
and passengers. Facilities at Oxley had to be improved when the later mark 2 carriages with air
conditioning were introduced. Electronic equipment could not be maintained in the open. The
former steam loco shed was reconditioned to provide a covered maintenance facility.
Moving on from Oxley, Andy was promoted and worked at various depots around the country
including Craigentinny in Edinburgh and St Phillips Marsh in Bristol. His final job was as a nonExecutive Director of East Coast, the train operating company running services from Kings Cross
station in London to York and the north during the period 2009 to 2015. During this time Andy
needed to make a visit to Japan and he elected to travel overland. While on the Trans-Siberian
Express somewhere in the Russian Far East Andy became aware of a familiar sound. The
Wheeltapper was working his way along the train!
Andy concluded his talk with a recording of the Wheeltappers song made in 1926.
‘I works on the railway, a tapper I be
You might all be dead if it wasn’t for me
I tramps down the train when the wheels are at rest
My hammer you’ll hear as I puts ‘em to test’.
In all there were nine verses!
The Vote of Thanks was given by Chris Challis.

(Meeting Report by Andrew Tucker).

Postscript:
Our Chairman advises that the Speaker donated all his travelling expenses and fee to the Ukraine
appeal. The Chairman paid it in through his Bank Account as they match it. So it amounted to £140
in total.

Wells in Mosaic
Wells in Mosaic is a community project to install a piece of permanent art adjacent to the Bishop’s
Barn in Wells. It takes the form of a six-metre diameter mosaic featuring a walkable map of the city
centre along with a circle of gothic windows containing particular historic features.
The idea was conceived seven years ago and is being created by artist Ruth Ames-White. She laid
the first tile two years ago and is now half way through the project. Our chairman Colin Price
provided Ruth with photos and background information for the “City of Wells” locomotive window.
He was invited along to the studio to view the finished piece, as shown in the cover photo.
For more information on Wells in Mosaic visit their website www.wellsinmosaic.org
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A close-up of the window depicting the locomotive “City of Wells”
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Railway Club Directory
The Wells Railway Fraternity now appears in a new project focussed on the UK’s railway societies
and clubs, namely the Railway Club Directory (‘RCD’).
The RCD focuses on traditional railway societies and clubs only, being national and local societies
that have a contemporary or historical interest in aspects of railways including historical railway
companies and lines. To maintain that focus, other types of railway association, such as those in the
heritage sector and model railway clubs, are not included.
The RCD aims to promote all railway clubs and societies that exist in the United Kingdom that
come within its parameters, which number around 130 such clubs. They range from large societies
(with thousands of members) to small village local clubs with perhaps just a few dozen.
The RCD can be found on its website, ‘www.railwayclubdirectory.com’, and also on Facebook:
‘www.facebook.com/railwayclubdirectory’.
The website has three main elements, namely a directory containing details of each listed club, a
weekly posting of all meetings being held by listed clubs in the following week (including those
held by Zoom), and on its homepage a rotating display of the periodic magazines of listed clubs as
they are issued.
The details of the Wells Railway Fraternity can be found on the RCD website under category 4
(Local Railway Clubs). An expanded version will appear in book format during the course of 2022.
The most recent edition of the ‘Newsletter’of the Society will continue to appear by rotation on the
RCD homepage.
The RCD considers railway societies and clubs have not been given the attention and publicity they
deserve, even within railway media. This is despite the fact that the societies listed in the RCD have
a combined membership of around 40,000 members. It hopes that its efforts will increase the
attention given to the country’s traditional railway societies and clubs.
(“Press Release” supplied by Richard Bowry of the RCD)

2021 Quiz – Answers
Q1
Q5
Q9
Q12
Q16
Q19
Q23

(c) Doncaster
Q2
(a) 11th Aug 1968
(d) Condor
Q6
(c) Prince of Wales
(a) Lady of Legend
Q10 (c) Grant Shapps
(a) 13 June 1964
Q13 (a) Merehead
(a) Minehead and (c) Barnstaple
(b) The Four Foot
Q20 (a) Shrewsbury
(a) Bullet
Q24 (c) Russia

Q3
Q7
Q11
Q14
Q17
Q21
Q25

(a) LMS 8F
Q4
(c) Class 66
Q8
(c) Curzon Street
(c) Fisherton Q15
(d) 2-8-0
Q18
(a) Toad
Q22
(a) Berlin

(a) 1838
(d) Stadler
(c) 1865
(b) Black
(b) 842

And Finally :
Did you know that the sharpest curve on the Taunton Tramway was 10.67 metres radius, this
dimension being exactly ten times the gauge of the track, which was 1,067mm (3ft 6in). The system
closed on 28 May 1921 following a dispute over the electricity bill. Later that year one of the
tramcars was towed around the town as part of the annual carnival, displaying a placard “Yes, we
have no tramcars”.
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